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Fock MatrixFock Matrix
FF22(D) = J(D) (D) = J(D) -- K(D)K(D)

JJpqpq = = ΣΣrsrs(pq|rs)D(pq|rs)Drsrs

KKprpr = = ΣΣqsqs(pq|rs)D(pq|rs)Dqsqs

where (pq|rs) are 2where (pq|rs) are 2--e integrals in AO basise integrals in AO basis

Note: required not only for HF/DFTNote: required not only for HF/DFT
CIS, TDHF, TDDFT, CI, MCSCF, ...CIS, TDHF, TDDFT, CI, MCSCF, ...
Orbital response equations for propertiesOrbital response equations for properties
Molecular gradients: orbital response equations Molecular gradients: orbital response equations 
for all non fully orbitalfor all non fully orbital--variationalvariational methodsmethods
Molecular Molecular hessianshessians: orbital response equations : orbital response equations 
for all methodsfor all methods



GTO Basis SetsGTO Basis Sets

Segmented Contraction (SC)Segmented Contraction (SC)
χχii==ΣΣj j ccijijxxkkyyllzzmmexp(exp(--ααijijrr22))
Examples: 6Examples: 6--31*, etc...31*, etc...

General Contraction (GC)General Contraction (GC)
χχii==ΣΣj j ccijijxxkkyyllzzmmexp(exp(--ααjjrr22))

common set of exponents within each shell typecommon set of exponents within each shell type
(very) long expansions(very) long expansions

Examples: RoosExamples: Roos’’ ANO, ANO, DunningDunning’’ss cccc--pVXZpVXZ (to (to 
some degree)some degree)



Standard Direct Fock matrix 
formation code

Standard Direct Fock matrix 
formation code

loop over all shells (P index)loop over all shells (P index)
loop over Q loop over Q ≤≤ P, Q in P domainP, Q in P domain

loop over all shells (R index)loop over all shells (R index)
·· loop over S loop over S ≤≤ R, S in R domainR, S in R domain

Check (PQ|RS) using selection criterionCheck (PQ|RS) using selection criterion
Calculate nonCalculate non--negligible (PQ|RS) if anynegligible (PQ|RS) if any
Add their contributions to the Fock matrixAdd their contributions to the Fock matrix

end loopend loop
end loopend loop

end loopend loop

end loopend loop



Simplified code calculating four-
center integrals over shell quartet
Simplified code calculating four-
center integrals over shell quartet

loop over all primitives in P shellloop over all primitives in P shell
loop over all primitives in Q shellloop over all primitives in Q shell

loop over all primitives in R shellloop over all primitives in R shell
·· loop over all primitives in S shellloop over all primitives in S shell

Calculate contribution due to combination of fourCalculate contribution due to combination of four
primitive functions to (PQ|RS)primitive functions to (PQ|RS)

end loopend loop
end loopend loop

end loopend loop

end loopend loop



Preliminary considerationsPreliminary considerations

Standard code is very bad for GC basis sets:Standard code is very bad for GC basis sets:
does not reuse already calculated integrals over does not reuse already calculated integrals over 
common primitivescommon primitives
does not like long contractions, especially for does not like long contractions, especially for 
high L.high L.
does not use integral screening efficientlydoes not use integral screening efficiently



Modified Fock matrix formation 
code, most common way

Modified Fock matrix formation 
code, most common way

loop over all loop over all shell subsetsshell subsets ((PP index)index)
loop over loop over QQ subsetssubsets ≤≤ PP, , QQ in in PP domaindomain

loop over all loop over all shell subsetsshell subsets ((RR index)index)
·· loop over loop over SS subsetssubsets ≤≤ RR, , SS in in RR domaindomain

·· Calculate all nonCalculate all non--negligible (pq|rs) combinationsnegligible (pq|rs) combinations
·· Perform small fourPerform small four--index transformation to get all index transformation to get all 

(PQ|RS)(PQ|RS)
·· Save on disk or add contributions to the Fock matrixSave on disk or add contributions to the Fock matrix

end loopend loop
end loopend loop

end loopend loop

end loopend loop



Common way problems:Common way problems:
Requires nonRequires non--trivial extra logic in loopstrivial extra logic in loops
Complex algorithmsComplex algorithms
NonNon--trivial implementation of: trivial implementation of: 

parallel mode algorithmsparallel mode algorithms
integral screeningintegral screening
use of molecular symmetry use of molecular symmetry 

Can be a memory hogCan be a memory hog
Example: gExample: g--functions, 10 primitives:functions, 10 primitives:

151544*10*1044 ≈≈ 500 000 000 words of memory are 500 000 000 words of memory are 
required only to store all intermediate (pq|rs) required only to store all intermediate (pq|rs) 



Alternative way to direct Fock 
Matrix construction:

Alternative way to direct Fock 
Matrix construction:

We do not need 2We do not need 2--e integrals themselves, e integrals themselves, 
only their contributions to the Fock matrixonly their contributions to the Fock matrix
Let us consider transformation from (pq|rs) Let us consider transformation from (pq|rs) 
to (PQ|RS) as fourto (PQ|RS) as four--index transformation index transformation 
using specific transformation matrix:using specific transformation matrix:

(PQ|RS) = (PQ|RS) = ΣΣp p ΣΣq q ΣΣr r ΣΣs s CCPpPpCCQqQqCCRrRrCCSsSs(pq|rs)(pq|rs)
Matrix C is completely defined by the basis set Matrix C is completely defined by the basis set 
contraction coefficientscontraction coefficients
Matrix C is blockMatrix C is block--diagonal (this will not be very diagonal (this will not be very 
important)important)



Alternative way to direct Fock 
Matrix construction, contd.:

Alternative way to direct Fock 
Matrix construction, contd.:

(PQ|RS) = (PQ|RS) = ΣΣp p ΣΣq q ΣΣr r ΣΣs s CCPpPpCCQqQqCCRrRrCCSsSs(pq|rs)(pq|rs)
JJPQPQ = = ΣΣRSRS(PQ|RS)D(PQ|RS)DRSRS

JJPQPQ = = ΣΣRS RS ΣΣp p ΣΣq q ΣΣr r ΣΣs s CCPpPpCCQqQqCCRrRrCCSsSs(pq|rs) D(pq|rs) DRSRS

JJPQPQ = = ΣΣp p ΣΣq q CCPpPpCCQqQqΣΣrr ΣΣs s (pq|rs) (pq|rs) ΣΣRS RS CCRrRrCCSsSsDDRSRS

Let us define:Let us define:
DDrsrs==ΣΣRS RS CCRrRrCCSsSsDDRS RS <=> <=> DD = C= C++DCDC
JJpq pq = = ΣΣr r ΣΣs s (pq|rs) (pq|rs) DDrsrs

Then:Then:
JJPQPQ = = ΣΣp p ΣΣq q CCPpPpCCQq Qq JJpq pq <=><=> JJ = C= CJJCC++



How it works:How it works:

Having initial GC basis set and density Having initial GC basis set and density 
matrix:matrix:

Define intermediate (fully or partially Define intermediate (fully or partially 
uncontracted) basisuncontracted) basis
Define constant transformation matrix CDefine constant transformation matrix C
Transform density to the intermediate basis setTransform density to the intermediate basis set
Calculate Calculate F F and/orand/or J & K J & K matrix (matrices) matrix (matrices) 
using standard direct SCF code using standard direct SCF code 

Finally, transform Finally, transform F F ((J, KJ, K) back to the initial ) back to the initial 
basis setbasis set



Example: FeO molecule/Roos 
Augmented Triple Zeta ANO
Example: FeO molecule/Roos 
Augmented Triple Zeta ANO

Fe:Fe:
(21s,15p,10d,6f,4g) -> [8s,7p,5d,3f,2g] 

O:O:
(14s,9p,4d,3f) -> [5s,4p,3d,2f] 

FeO:FeO:
39 shells, 174 Cartesian/139 spherical basis 39 shells, 174 Cartesian/139 spherical basis 
functionsfunctions



Example, contd.Example, contd.

PC GAMESS direct RHF calculations, PC GAMESS direct RHF calculations, 
singlesingle--CPU Opteron 144CPU Opteron 144

Using GAMESS (US) 2Using GAMESS (US) 2--e code:e code:
First iteration: 175 min., last iteration: 175 min.First iteration: 175 min., last iteration: 175 min.

Using PC GAMESS 2Using PC GAMESS 2--e code:e code:
First iteration: 83 min., last iteration: 83 min.First iteration: 83 min., last iteration: 83 min.

Using PC GAMESS GENCON code:Using PC GAMESS GENCON code:
First iteration: 51 sec., last iteration: 33 sec.First iteration: 51 sec., last iteration: 33 sec.



Thank you for your attention!Thank you for your attention!
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